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A LOOK AT WHY THE DESIGN SYSTEM IS 
DESIGNED TO FAIL

DESIGNED TO FAIL

A white Paper by Kristian D’Arney



What if everything  
we’ve been led to believe 
about design is wrong? 
What if instead of being 
a thing that looks good 
it actually determines 
your profits? We believe 
the design industry has 
one big flaw and that 
is about to be exposed 
along with the simple 
yet effective solution to 
saving the bottom line 
from wayward designers.

WHAT IF...
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They say you should turn over 
your design requirements and 
prepare to be amazed.

Kris is a design consultant who inspires visually 
‘exciting’ design proven to increase profits.

Author of Designed To Fail an expose of the 
design industry’s major flaw. Creator of brilliant 
design. Father of two and husband of one.
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Shockingly though, only 13% of those we asked 

measured ROI for all branding and design 

spend. A quarter of our smart CEOs and 

Founders did measure design changes online, 

mainly due to split-testing methodology. But  

we were utterly floored that 63% of the smartest 

and most creative brains we can think of did  

not measure ROI on branding and design at all.   

After 15 years in the design industry and over 

1,000 design assets created, I see the industry  

I love failing to do the one thing it is set up to do. 

Failing to prove an increase in profitability is a 

glaring oversight of the design industry and  

one I intend to solve.

IT’S TIME TO BE  
DESIGNED BY DATA. 

Founders & CEOs make smart 
financial decisions in their sleep 

so they are the perfect people 
to ask about ROI generated by 

branding & design and that’s 
exactly what we did. 
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Working in agencies around the world, I’d be 

positioned under Art Directors and Creative 

Directors, and I would always be amazed that 

these guys base their entire approach to client 

design on their own assumptions, not what is 

appropriate to the customer. Their assumptions 

on how the projects design, look and feel would 

generally be driven by what is currently relevant 

in our world of design - the ‘NOW’, the ‘On trend’ 

aesthetic, like using 3D illustrations, funky icons or 

isometric imagery. This isn’t to say the aesthetic 

chosen is always wrong, but what I’m saying is 

that it’s a shot in the dark, there is seldom any 

research into the end consumer who, let’s face 

facts here, is the only one that really matters 

because they make the all-important final 

decision to part with their cash. 

The design flaw is not the fault of the founders, CEO’s or 
commissioning employees. The fault lays firmly in the traditional 
design process. This design process is taught and acted out  
daily across the industry. I’ve seen it whilst working in every 
position of the creative industry, as a Graphic Designer, UX 
Designer and Visual Designer. And it doesn’t end there, it’s  
in every design sector too, regardless of whether you engage  
a freelancer, agency or your own employee. 



This is the inside track on how the 
traditional design process plays out: 

There’s a new company image needed or new product 

or service to be launched.

Someone from the company gets delegated the task  

of arranging briefs and quotes from designers.

The person giving the brief to designers will be looking 

to get some advice from the designers because they 

haven’t got a clue what kind of design will work.

OR... The person will have their own personal idea 

what will work, but again this will be more based on 

something they saw on TV or a poster they saw on a bus 

shelter or it can the fact that they like the colour blue. 

The design team will go away and come back with 3 or 

4 totally different designs that various designers in their 

team created.

Then the meeting happens where the key decision 

makers see these designs and are then asked to choose 

the ‘winning’ design based on nothing more than their 

own personal preferences. We asked CEO’s “What do 

you base branding and design changes on?” and over 

50% said ‘whatever looks good to our team.’
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The pressure is now on. Deep down the decision  

maker knows they have no way of translating the  

design options in front of them into to future sales 

potential and profit margins. They are missing key data.

This decision is on shaky ground and so CEOs and 

Founders will always find it hard to feel secure enough 

to make the bold call. 

They revert to what does work and mitigate any risk.  

The bold / memorable and outstanding bits of the 

design get scaled back.

They end up with a design that is safe, forgettable and 

does nothing to communicate any brand promise, tone 

of voice or connect with their customer in a powerful way.

They go away feeling safe in the decision because they 

know that ‘it’s just a bit of design work.’

Our main problem, and if we don’t change the way 
we work there will be billions of websites out there 
all looking the same because nobody felt assured 
enough in their approach to the design to make a 
solid decision of what will work and what won’t work... 
which is where we are right now. 

Life should not be forgettable..

6.
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For example, if I was looking for a life insurance 

company I would type ‘Life insurance’ into 

Google and go through the first 10 companies 

which came up. Guaranteed 9/10 of them will 

have a banner image of some happy smiling 

people either at a computer or holding a folder, 

you might get lucky and find one with a happy 

smiling person reaching out a hand to shake. 

Our problem is this: if I go away and think which 

company I should go for, they all turn into one 

grey blob, not one of them sticks out. Worse for 

you as a CEO, people start comparing on the 

things that are obviously different like price, or 

features or the free cuddly toy. 
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The human brain is wired to 
spot the difference. What are 
you asking them to focus on?

But that one which does will be doing 

something different from the others and 

that’s the one which I’ll be going back to 

first. It’s simple psychology, we need to 

be using it and we need to know why.
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Most CEOs have scaled back the original 

designs or scaled down the potential risk  

of a design. Unfortunately, this creates a  

self-fulfilling prophesy. The scaled back design 

fails to make the impact that was intended, it 

fails to show a direct correlation between the 

design and the profit increase. 

So next time a budget is set for design there is 

less willingness to spend based on the historic 

poor performance. Financially that’s the smart 

move. No impact equals no investment. And 

then comes the rut. 

Poor budgets follow poor design follow poor 

budgets and none of that leads to strong sales. 

In fact it becomes an endemic part of why all 

other sales and marketing efforts are one big 

uphill struggle. Imagine how hard you must 

work on claiming that memory space when all 

you have to stand out is some bonus or feature 

of the product that can be instantly compared 

online with your competitors. Imagine how 

much extra you have to put into your sales and 

marketing budget to compensate.

DE   DHAPPY did a 
great job in their early 

visual identity, instantly 
engaging with their 
audience by mixing 
humour with some 

memorable imagery 
which elevates their 

unique approach and 
clearly stands their 

product out from the 
competition.
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Unless you are off the wall and quirky, we are not 

asking for anything crazy here. Simply that you are 

the most bold and most brave you. That makes 

people talk. That makes you top of peoples minds. 

That makes people buy. The link between pretty 

& profit becomes much easier to see when the 

design is doing what it should. 

Visual triggers work in the 
same way. 

‘And now for something 
completely different.’
If Monty Python didn’t pop into your head  

then, off to YouTube and enjoy a new world  

of entertainment, then head back over here. 

The very fact that a small sentence or any other 

trigger can recapture that space in your mind 

and bring Monty Python to the top of your mind 

proves that something completely different,   

i.e. a bold and brave design, works. 

1.10.
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Firstly, the question from the designer shouldn’t 

be ‘What kind of design do you want?’ Instead, 

we as design experts, should be giving advice 

based on approaches that we know work. You 

don’t go to an architect with a sketch you did 

over breakfast on a napkin and say build me 

a house which looks like this, you ask for their 

professional opinion and ideas based on factors 

and budget. 

For me, the key factor missing in the traditional 

design process is whether the design is relevant 

to the intended audience. 

Customer research prior to design is one point, 

but there is also a big problem when testing the 

design elements. As designers, we should know 

what is going to work and what’s not before the 

creative process even begins. 

Firstly, we should all be doing our design work 

using a set of tried and tested psychological 

design rules, does that mean everything will  

end up looking the same? NO, it just means  

our designs will be appropriate for the 

intended customer. 

Every future project that we work on would 

massively benefit from this, but more importantly 

we need to drive design by data. Sounds boring 

right, but imagine a world where I only showed  

a client 2 very similar designs with slight  

variations which have already been tested  

and proven to be the most successful designs  

out of several concepts. 

When we have this as part of our process the  

rest is easy right? We have the answers of what’s 

working, what kind of imagery works, what colour 

is going to give the right emotions. Once we have 

all of this knowledge as a designer, the world is  

our oyster. 

We can then set about creating something which 

is going to give the customer something which 

stands out and armed with this knowledge we can 

be bold and brave and give someone a genuine  

on-point exciting experience with the new product. 

How do we as a design 
industry address this 
issue then?

We establish what impact  
you want from your design.
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“There are three responses to a 
piece of design – yes, no, and WOW! 
Wow is the one to aim for.” 

Milton Glaser
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We chose a design completed for Mumble Books 

pitting their original website header against our design. 

Now their header was already out-performing the 

average conversions by 4 times so on the face of it 

there was little room for improvement and we liked the 

sound of that challenge.

Original

New Design

We put ourselves to the 
test with this theory and 
wanted to know if being 
driven by data would 
matter. 

CTR at just...

24 hours

8.02% $0.18 per click.

Despite that over a test period of

their control (old image) generated  

a click through rate (interest in the thing rate)  

of                           at a cost of 

11.4%
$0.14 per click

Compare that to the design we created which 

generated an

1.13.
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024 
hours

$1k 
Per Mth

137 
Per Mth

183 
Per Mth

10,000 
People

800 

$8k  
a day

$11,4k  
a day

$2,920,000  
a year

$4,161,000  
a year

1,140
OR...

34%

Over a 24-hour test period that might not 
seem like much of a difference

On an advertising budget of $1,000 per month 
the figures look considerably different...

Swapping that header increases the visitors 
from 137 per month to 183 per month

An increase of 34%…  
From swapping one image!!!

Or look at it in terms of people taking action. 

10,000 people a day see the advert, would you 

rather have 800 take action or 1,140? 

Say you make an average profit of $10 per 

transaction, would you rather earn $8,000 

a day or $11,400 a day? $2,920,000 a year or 

$4,161,0000?

What if that was sales? 

1.14.
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24 hour campaign but your whole brand? What  

if at each touchpoint your customer made you 

were doing just 3.38% better. Work it out...

How much would an increase at each conversion 

point of 3.38% give you in terms of increased 

revenue across a year? 

Did you know...A study by Coulter & Coulter in 2005 

demonstrated consumers show a higher purchase 

likelihood if the sales price is in smaller font to the 

main price? 

So, design does have a direct and 
measurable ROI after all!

Even on a performance 
on an already above 
average image we can 
still see drastic results.

Designed by data.  
It matters.
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So, what happens next for you? 

Is it a cry of ‘Death to the 
vanilla’ as you plan a battle 
against mediocre design in 
your business? Will you be bold 
& brave? Or is being designed 
by data actually a safer, more 
predictable way to profit than 
you’ve ever been promised by 
a designer before and so, the 
obvious choice...
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THANK 
YOU.

kris@darney.design  |  darney.design


